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Powering the Commitment to innovation  
The pace of innovation can be accelerated using engineering software  
early in the product design process.
By Ahmad H. Haidari, Global Industry Director Energy and Process Industries,  
ANSYS, Inc. 

 

What does it take to reduce project cost as well as increase safety and product reliability, all 
while developing new concepts and reducing environmental impact? Commitment to inno-
vation and new technologies! 

 What does it take to solve the global demand for energy? The answer is the same. Access to new 
technologies will enable the oil and gas industry, organizations and communities to find new sources 
of energy and become more energy efficient. For many years, the industry has relied on technology 
to find, produce and process petrochemicals. Now we have a great opportunity to accelerate the pace 
of innovation through the use of computational technology. Market leaders have already seen the 
benefits from advances in simulation technology as they accelerate their usage of physics-based soft-
ware earlier in their product development processes. No matter the industry sector, computational 
engineering is the enabling tool, helping energy companies to develop and evaluate revolutionary 
new concepts and products as well as to improve and evolve existing tools and practices.

Engineering simulation will play an increasingly larger role in 
technology development, creating a paradigm shift in drilling, 
production, transport, and processing of hydrocarbon and alter-
native fuels. Today the industry applies solutions (including 
those from ANSYS) for product and concept design ― for exam-
ple, new drilling technologies, high-pressure/high-temperature 
(HP/HT) well completion, flow assurance, floating liquefied natu-
ral gas (FLNG) technology, offshore and subsea structures/equip-
ment including subsea power, and  enhanced oil recovery appli-
cations. Similarly, engineers and researchers rely on simulation 

to develop new concepts in intervention, remote operations, and 
increased use of composites materials, mooring, platform 
design, and pressure and flow control devices down-hole and on 
surface. Beyond providing product and process development 
tools, simulation helps organization to be more productive, mak-
ing good use of their engineering knowledge and other simula-
tion assets as well as offering efficiency at a time when the pool 
of qualified engineers is shrinking. Furthermore, engineering 
simulation combined with data management helps to capture 
cross-domain, geographically distributed practices. 

overview
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Oil and gas leader FMC Technologies is 
making a science out of systems-level 
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the globe.
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 Although, ANSYS has provided software solutions for over  
40 years, the company’s outstanding growth in the past 10 years 
is testament to how product-development organizations are 
adopting a culture of Simulation-Driven Product Development ― 
mandated by enormous technology challenges in ever-shrinking 
time frames and business imperatives. This methodology is 
changing how products and processes are 
developed at companies both large and 
small. The oil and gas industry specifi-
cally is developing new technologies, for 
example, to improve reliability and 
reduce cost in Arctic, pre-salt and ultra-
deep-water environments; remote and 
smaller fields; and subsea systems. There 
are technology development projects 
under way that increase safety or develop 
containment and spill response systems. 
 Simulation-Driven Product Develop-
ment brings a number of benefits: the 
ability to create smarter products, a 
heightened focus on systems engineering, 
increasingly reliable products as a result 
of robust design methodology, and ampli-
fied use of existing engineering resources. 
Adding the right IT infrastructure supports operations in a  
scalable and cost-effective way,
 Without exception, oil and gas equipment, products and proc-
esses must operate reliably for many years. In other industries, a 
performance, reliability or safety concern can result in warran-
ties and recalls, but these options are not so readily available to 
the energy industry. When shortened product development 
schedules, increased product complexity, and heightened 
emphasis on product integrity are added in, it’s easy to see how 

the role of engineering simulation is changing in the oil and gas 
industry.  
 Historically, industry R&D teams have not applied design/
assessment tools at the earliest stages of product development. 
But to meet today’s product performance specifications, reduce 
risk, and make better decisions, companies must use  detailed, 

high-fidelity, multiphysics engineering 
simulation more systematically and ear-
lier in their product development  proc-
esses. A simulation-driven robust design 
process leads to more-reliable products by 
employing parametric, failure, what-if, 
and other stochastic analyses. By front 
loading product and process specifica-
tions to evaluate multiple designs and 
concepts early in the project cycle, compa-
nies can avoid the costly modifications 
and redesigns that sometimes occur dur-
ing implementation and start up. 
   This special issue of ANSYS Advantage 
includes a combination of customer case 
studies and ANSYS thought-leadership 
articles to inspire you to take even more 
advantage of engineering simulation. In 

“A Systematic Approach,” Ed Marotta of FMC Technologies 
describes how quality and safety are being driven by employing 
systems-level multiphysics simulation globally. Other articles in 
this special edition demonstrate how robust, reliable and cost-
effective products depend on a wide range of fast and reliable 
engineering simulation supported by systems and high-perfor-
mance computing capabilities. As oil and gas industry leaders 
push the limits of engineering and advanced simulation technol-
ogies they are meeting and exceeding corporate goals.

21
Deep thinking
ANSYS structural mechanics 
helps save years in designing 
the first steerable conductor for 
enhanced oil recovery.

24
reaching new heights
High-performance computing with 
ANSYS takes simulation to new levels 
of power, fidelity and engineering 
insight — adding tremendous  
strategic value.

26
gallery: oil and gas 
industry applications
Oil and gas companies around the 
world rely on ANSYS software to 
refine and validate designs at a 
stage where the cost of making 
changes is minimal.

A simulation-driven 
robust design 
product development 
process leads to more 
reliable products 
by employing 
parametric, failure, 
what-if, and other 
stochastic analyses.
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thought LeaDer

W ith a reputation for 
innovation in the 
oil and gas industry, 
FMC Technologies 
designs, manufac-
tures and services 

technologically sophisticated systems 
and products, such as subsea production 
and processing systems, surface well-
head systems, high-pressure fluid control 
equipment, measurement solutions, and 
marine loading systems. The organiza-
tion was recently named by Forbes mag-
azine as one of the Ten Most Innovative 
Companies in America. With 27 produc-
tion facilities in 16 countries, FMC has 
more than 16,000 employees around 
the world.

In keeping with its strong focus on 
innovation, FMC operates three tech cen-
ters in the United States, Norway and 
Brazil that leverage corporate knowl-
edge to develop smarter product and 
systems designs. Based at the U.S. Tech 
Center in Houston, Ed Marotta directs 
FMC’s Multiphysics Simulation Group. 
This team was formed in 2010 to max-
imize the impact of systems-level multi-
physics simulations at FMC, enabling the 
company to more quickly and efficiently 
advance its products and technologies by 
rapidly modeling, verifying and introduc-
ing industry-changing innovations.

Marotta is eminently qualified to 
lead this multiphysics effort, with a 
B.S. degree in chemistry, M.S. and Ph.D. 
degrees in mechanical engineering, and 
post-graduate studies in chemical engi-
neering. Prior to joining FMC, he was 
director of Texas A&M University’s ther-
mal conduction laboratory as well as 

associate research and teaching professor 
and director of the freshman engineering 
program there. Marotta spoke with ANSYS 
Advantage about bringing a disciplined 
approach to engineering simulation at 
one of the world’s leading innovators in 
oil and gas technologies.

What led FMC to create a team specif-
ically focused on multiphysics studies?
Here at the U.S. Tech Center in Houston, 
we focus on optimizing energy production 
technologies for both subsea and ocean-
surface environments. Obviously, there 
are many physical forces at work in these 
environments. We must consider external 
factors such as water temperatures, sub-
sea ocean currents, hydrostatic pressures 
and fluid–structure interactions — as 
well as internal electromagnetics and 
fluid dynamics within our equipment. 

A SYSTEMATIC 
APPROACH
Oil and gas leader FMC Technologies is making a science out of systems-level simulation. Multiphysics Simulation 
Manager Ed Marotta discusses the company’s unique approach — which includes certification for analysts and best-
practice sharing that spans the globe.

By ANSYS Advantage staff

It’s not enough to consider just one force; 
we need to look at the impact of multiple 
physics and their interactions. So we 
formed a team of highly skilled analysts 
to look at very complex problems related 
specifically to ocean environments. 

How has this multiphysics approach 
helped FMC to emerge as a leader in 
systems-level simulation?
Just as you cannot optimize overall per-
formance by looking at a single physical 
force, you need to consider many compo-
nents to optimize an entire system. One of 
our most critical systems in recovering oil 
is the tree — an assembly of valves, pip-
ing, spools and fittings that control flows 
and pressures. The tree incorporates a 
multitude of components that are sub-
ject to a range of structural, thermal and 
fluidic phenomena. We have to consider 
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Just as you cannot 
optimize overall 
performance by 
looking at a single 
physical force, you 
need to consider 
many components 
to optimize an 
entire system.

We are creating a high degree of confidence 
that our designs will perform as expected 
in the real world, delivering high levels 
of quality and safety.

� CFD model of tree under full environmental conditions

varying operating pressures and temper-
atures. If we looked only at one compo-
nent in isolation, we would not be able to 
predict the performance impact of the 
entire tree as we make design changes. 
Instead, our analysts have the capability 
to attach new components to the tree, to 
make design modifications — for exam-
ple, to the insulation system — and then 
to conduct systems-level simulations. 

An example of this is simulating an 
entire production tree to maximize ther-
mal insulation and slow down cooling. 
When an oil recovery system has to be 
shut down for a weather event or other 
contingency, it’s critical to maintain a 
warm internal temperature, despite the 
fact that the tree is submerged in cold 
ocean water. By using ANSYS Fluent to 
conduct computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) investigations of our subsea trees 
and manifolds for cool-down predictions, 
we can make design changes that help to 
mitigate hydrate formation, which would 
compromise operational performance of 
the equipment. We can look at the ther-
mal contribution of each component 
in isolation as well as the performance 
of the entire system. We can customize 
water currents, boundary conditions and 
thermophysical properties for customer- 
specific sites. ANSYS software even enables 
us to simulate two-phase mixtures.

What are the specific engineering 
pressures in your industry — and how is 
FMC responding?
There are three concerns driving the 
industry right now: safety, quality and 
innovation. We’re addressing the safety 
and quality issues by focusing on robust 

design at the systems level, as we’ve 
already discussed. By constructing 
numerically large, complex simulations 
of entire systems, we are creating a high 
degree of confidence that our designs 
will perform as expected in the real 
world, delivering high levels of quality 
and safety. Having a clear understand-
ing of functional and performance speci-
fications is paramount to achieving high 
quality in our simulations. 

In terms of innovation, we have a 
unique initiative called “compact model-
ing” that attempts to streamline the earli-
est stages of design, allowing us to move 
forward very rapidly. We have a strategic 
agreement with ANSYS that has enabled 
us to leverage special engineering simu-
lation software that we hope to eventually 

run on an iPad® or some similar mobile 
device. These tools will be unique to the 
Multiphysics Simulation Group; however, 
expansion to other FMC global engineer-
ing groups is our goal. In a fraction of 
the time, we can arrive at an engineering 
solution that comes within +/− 20 percent 
of our high-fidelity models. This allows 
us to run a what-if scenario very quickly 
and cost effectively, so we can rule out the 
bad design possibilities. For the designs 
that make the cut at the compact-model 
stage, we then move on to higher-fidelity 
simulations and higher computational 
loads. We believe this compact-modeling 
approach will allow us to introduce 
groundbreaking new technologies and 
advanced state-of-the-art products very 
quickly and efficiently.
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thought LeaDer

Why is engineering simulation so 
important to your work at FMC?
Here in Houston, we simply can’t build 
physical prototypes or run systems test-
ing in a water tank. It would be prohibi-
tively expensive to recreate conditions at 
the depth of 10,000 feet (3,000 meters) 
of ocean water. So obviously, we have to 
rely on engineering simulation, and our 
reliance on simulation keeps growing as 
innovation becomes more and more crit-
ical. The same is true for our other global 
engineering centers, which are tackling 
diff erent but just as complex engineer-
ing challenges. 

Even though global teams are work-
ing on diff erent problems, do you also 
collaborate and share knowledge?
Collaboration is one of our core concepts 
at FMC. It is important to emphasize that 
globally we have a very large pool of 
extremely talented analysts in Norway 
(Asker and Kongsberg), Brazil (Rio de 
Janiero), Singapore, India (Hydrabad) 
and Scotland (Dunfermline) who collabo-
rate on a daily basis on our most complex 
and pressing engineering problems. FMC 
has well over 100 analysts with advanced 
degrees who share knowledge and best 
practices to ensure that the most accu-
rate analysis is achieved. We share this 
information globally through an internal 
online forum called “The Edge,” through 
which our engineers and analysts can 
ask and answer questions globally. We 
have specific global design guidelines 
that make certain everyone is perform-
ing analyses and deploying ANSYS soft-
ware in the same way, no matter where 
they are or what specifi c problem they 

are solving. We believe this is essential 
to ensuring the integrity of our simula-
tion results. 

Here in the Multiphysics Simulation 
Group, we’ve created an analyst certi-
fi cation program that ensures that our 
engineers are well trained in the use of 
simulation software. Our goal is to work 
with our global analysis teams to expand 
that certifi cation program to other sites. 
Working with ANSYS, we have developed 
customized internal training classes for 
our team, and we also seek out exter-
nal educational opportunities. All of our 
eff orts are focused on making simulation 
an exact science at FMC, ensuring that our 
analysts have the right skill set and stan-
dardizing our global analysis processes. 
This allows us to not only arrive at inno-
vations rapidly, but also to have a very 
high degree of confi dence in our results. 
In addition, the Multiphysics Simulation 
Group has an internal engineering ini-
tiative called the Smarter Design Space, 
focused on bringing all of our engi-
neers and analysts together to optimize 
our design in virtual space and improve 
the accuracy of our results, backed by a 
high-performance computing cluster and 
shared software tools. 

How would you describe your rela-
tionship with ANSYS?
In the past four years, the Multiphysics 
Simulation Group has grown from two 
full-time simulation analysts to a team 
of 11 engineers. ANSYS has been crucial 
in supporting this growth by providing 
the required training, technical support 
and customized tools, such as those for 
compact modeling. The majority of our

We work in a 
very competitive 
industry, and 
we have great 
confi dence that 
ANSYS will help 
us build and 
maintain our 
engineering 
leadership.

brazil
Identifying Stress Points for
Even Load Distribution 

FMC engineers in Brazil are conducting structural analyses on a 
gimbal system — which is used to reduce shock to protect criti-
cal sections of piping along with the module that boosts fl ow, by 
accommodating the roll of the rig in the marine environment.
By using ANSYS Mechanical to conduct structural analysis, the 
engineers identify areas of stress and ensure that loads are not 
transferred to piping.

engineers have master’s and Ph.D. 
degrees, which means that they have used 
ANSYS software in academic settings. 
Most of our customers also use ANSYS 
software. By collaborating closely with 
ANSYS, we believe that we are getting the 
best of both worlds: We are employing 
the most widely used simulation toolkit 
in our industry, but we are applying it in a 
very customized way that sets FMC apart. 
We work in a very competitive industry, 
and we have great confi dence that ANSYS 
will help us build and maintain our engi-
neering leadership. 

 Structural simulation 
of a gimbal that gives 
support to risers with 

rubber–steel pad 
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norway
Ensuring Pipeline Integrity During
Pressure Fluctuations

Flow assurance engineers at FMC Norway 
use ANSYS CFD software to analyze
vibration-related issues caused by inter-
nal fl ows inside subsea piping using the 
reynolds stress model. To predict fl uid 
forces on the pipe structure, wall pressure 
fluctuations of high Reynolds number 
multiphase fl ows are determined via com-
putational fluid dynamics simulations. 
For single-phase and multiphase flows, 
FMC analysts recently used ANSYS to per-
form simulations with Reynolds numbers 
up to 1 million, using the SST turbulence 

singapore
Defi ning Erosion Allowances Inside
a Recovery Tree 

The FMC fl ow assurance team in Singapore 
recently conducted a 3-D CFD erosion anal-
ysis for a subsea recovery tree for a gas 

model. FMC engineers correctly predicted 
the frequency of the wall-pressure fl uc-
tuations downstream of a single pipe 
bend. Comparing this input to the natu-

ral frequencies of the piping helps FMC to 
both identify and address potential fl ow-
induced vibration issues for a new subsea 
production system.

� Frequency fl uctuations downstream of single pipe bend

� Analyzing erosion patterns within recovery tree section

fi eld development. The goal was to pre-
dict erosion rates in the tree to verify that 
proposed erosion allowances in piping 
and fi ttings were suffi  cient. This is vitally 
important, because insuffi  cient erosion 
allowances could lead to a breach of con-
tainment. This simulation was especially 

challenging, as the complex geometry of 
the tree meant that fl uid fl ows were unsta-
ble in certain sections. However, by using 
ANSYS CFX, engineers in Singapore accu-
rately predicted fluid behavior — and 
identifi ed where increased erosion allow-
ances were required.

We have specifi c global design guide-
lines that make certain everyone is 
performing analyses and deploying 
ANSYS software in the same way, no 
matter where they are or what 
specifi c problem they are solving.
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THE NETHErLANDS
Perfecting Gas-Liquid Phase Separation in 
Inline Separators 

Engineers at FMC Technologies in The 
Netherlands maximize performance of 
mixed-flow inline separators that sepa-
rate gas and liquid in pipe segments via 
the cyclonic effect. Inside the pipe, flows 
are put into rotation by a non-rotating 
swirl element consisting of several curved 
blades. The generated centrifugal force 
pushes the gas phase toward the center, 
where it is extracted via a central outlet. 
Engineers rely on ANSYS Fluent to 
improve their understanding of multi-
phase flow and separation processes, 
which can impact both future product 
design and process changes. Engineers 
validate CFD results through experiments 
which confirm trends identified during 
simulations with identical process condi-
tions. Simulation results also are com-
pared with high-speed video recordings 
and wire mesh measurements.

BRAZIL
Optimizing Steady-State and  
Transient Thermal Performance  

FMC Brazil engineers employ ANSYS 
Mechanical software in combination with 
ANSYS Fluent  to understand the thermal 
effects of ocean currents on subsea trees. 
By mapping the external convective  
coefficients for a specific customer site 
and tree design, they can ensure that  
thermal properties are optimized in both 
steady and transient states. If not for 
ANSYS software, they would have to  
perform empirical calculations that have 
a high degree of uncertainty. ANSYS  
tools give these FMC engineers a high 
level of certainty and confidence as they 
analyze the integrity of  the entire system 
as well as isolated components that  
are subject to various structural and  
thermal conditions.

�Inline phase splitter operating principle (left) and experimental setup (right)

� Full-system CFD analysis to map external heat coefficients of  
horizontal tree 

�Visual comparison of transparent test results (left) and simulated gas core (right) 

�Inline phase splitter pressure distribution (left) and bubble path lines colored by tangential 
velocity (right)
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UNITED STATES
Predicting Long-Term Fatigue in Piping 

recently, FMC’s U.S. Multiphysics 
Simulation Group completed analysis of  
a component called a jumper — about  
60 feet (20 meters) of piping that helps to 
bring oil to the surface, connecting the 
recovery system to the distribution sys-
tem. A jumper typically has a life span of 
20 years, during which it is subjected to 
internal and external fluid flows that can 
cause significant vibration. FMC analysts 
used ANSYS Fluent coupled to  ANSYS 

�Key locations monitored

�Jumper vibration at point P-3 for 5000 BLPD

Mechanical software to simulate long-
term fatigue caused by multiple physical 
forces. This fluid–structure interaction 
analysis represented a complex problem 
that could not have been studied in any 
other way. By subjecting the jumper to a 
range of internal volumetric flow rates, 
FMC pinpointed very specific areas of 
stress and predicted with a high degree of 
confidence that the jumper design could 
withstand these stresses, and thus achieve 
fatigue life requirements.

�Mode 2

�Mode 4�Mode 3

�Mode 1

FMC analysts used ANSYS Fluent 
coupled to ANSYS Mechanical soft-
ware to simulate long term fatigue 
caused by multiple physical forces. 
This fluid–structure interaction 
analysis represented a complex 
problem that could not have been 
studied in any other way.

Mode shapes of vibrations
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Because of its incredible 
power to replicate how 
products perform in the 
real world, engineering  
simulation has revolu-
tionized the product 

development process. By minimizing 
costly physical testing, accelerating time 
to market, and enabling game-changing 
design innovations in a low-risk virtual 
environment, simulation has helped 
businesses in every industry achieve sig-
nifi cant competitive advantages. Leading 
engineering teams around the world use 
simulation software to fulfi ll customer 
promises, delivering high-quality prod-
ucts that perform as expected in real-
world applications. 
 Since the introduction of engineering 
simulation more than 40 years ago, the 
global business climate has changed dra-
matically. Product life cycles have 
become shorter and shorter. Consumers 
have become more demanding. New 
product development competitors spring 
up seemingly overnight. And the volatile 
economy has created new pressures to 
cut costs wherever possible. As a result 
of these pressures, product designs have 
become much more complex — with 
added features, smaller sizing, novel 
materials, cost-saving production proc-
esses and other innovations. 
 For example, the new generation 
of “smart” products — including con-
sumer off erings like phones, tablets and
automobiles as well as industrial products 

such as wind turbines — are engineered to 
sense and respond to user needs and the 
surrounding environment. The infl ux of 
these products has created new challenges 
for engineering teams: They comprise 
many interconnected subsystems that rely 
on the performance of one another.
 To keep pace, engineering teams 
in every industry must shift from a 
component or subsystem view to 
a higher-level perspective that con-
siders performance at the systems level 

— applying multiple physics, multiple 
scales and a collaborative engineering 
approach. Today, simulation software 
must be leveraged in a higher-impact 
manner that refl ects the new world in 
which we are doing business.

TRAnSfORMIng VISIOn 
InTO REAlITY
Innovation leaders are now assembling 
multidisciplinary, cross-functional engi-
neering teams to manage product 
complexity and predict systems-level 
performance at a very early design stage. 
By modeling systems-level interactions 
and product responses to multiple forces, 
these leading-edge engineering teams 
are able to rapidly and continually fi ne-
tune the entire product system in a vir-
tual environment, well before physical 
assembly and testing. 
  For many years, systems-level simu-
lation has been viewed as the future 
of product design, a methodology not 
really feasible for the majority of 

By Barry Christensen 
Director of Product Management, ANSYS, Inc.

To create the complex products the 
market demands, organizations 
are turning to systems engineer-
ing to maintain reliability while 
shortening the development cycle.

BeSt PraCtiCeS
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companies. Building on its reputation for 
multiphysics leadership, ANSYS has 
recently created a number of technology 
advancements that deliver fl exible fi delity, 
support a collaborative design environ-
ment, and off er new levels of scalability 
and speed. As a consequence, systems-
level simulation is no longer a vision, but 
a reality that many engineering organi-
zations can achieve if they leverage their 
software in the highest-impact manner. 

MulTIPlE COMPOnEnTS ... 
MulTIPlE PHYSICS
Bringing disparate components together 
as a coupled system requires a new 
degree of multiphysics analysis. Systems-
level engineering teams must consider 
the entire range of thermal, mechanical, 
electromagnetic and fl uidic forces that 
each component — as well as the fi nal 
product system — will be exposed to in 
the physical world.
 Many product failures occur because 
multiple physical forces have not been 
considered, or because individual com-
ponents fail to perform as expected 
when they are brought together. 
Unexpected electromagnetic interfer-
ence may occur because an external 
antenna has not been positioned prop-
erly, for example. Novel composite 
materials used in one component may 
weaken the structure of the overall 
product system. Thermal overload can 
result when too many electronic parts 
are combined in a single assembly.

 To maximize both component and 
system integrity, cross-functional engi-
neering teams must assess the multiple 
physical forces and complex interactions 
that characterize a collection of working 
elements, brought together to fulfi ll a 
single product function. They need to 
perform sophisticated multiphysics simu-
lations, whether they are assessing 
the impact of multiple physics on a 
single component or the complex inter-
actions within a coupled system. Cross-
functional engineering teams also need 
strong capabilities in data and process 
management, reduced-order modeling, 
and cosimulation that support rapid, 
reliable results.

flExIBlE fIDElITY fOR DIVERSE 
MODElIng nEEDS
Because systems-level simulation spans 
a range of analyses — from individual 
parts and single physical forces to 
complex systems subject to multiple 
physics — engineering teams must take 
a customized approach. 
 Sometimes a high-fi delity 3-D study is 
required to verify performance at an 
exacting level of detail. At other times, 
0-D models may be enough to predict 
functional performance at a coarse level, 
or to serve as control systems for func-
tional models. By shifting the modeling 
approach and fi delity level in a custom-
ized manner, systems-level engineering 
teams can maximize speed and cost 
eff ectiveness while still ensuring the 

appropriate degree of accuracy for each 
stage of product design.
 Systems-level engineering teams re-
quire a fl exible, comprehensive range of 
simulation fi delity to make systems-
level simulation both time and cost eff ec-
tive. From the extreme high fi delity of 
3-D modeling to the rapid broad view 
provided by 0-D and 1-D models, a 
diverse tool kit enables teams to choose 
the appropriate fi delity level for each 
incremental step in analyzing the com-
plete product system. 

THE SPEED AnD SCAlE 
DEMAnDED BY SYSTEMS
Many design-intensive products, includ-
ing automobiles and aircraft, combine a 
diverse range of physically large and 
small subsystems that must be evalu-
ated together. This requires new soft-
ware scalability as well as an intelli-
gent solution that can model and 
solve extremely diff erent problems 
simultaneously.
 Numerically large problems naturally 
result from the simulation of multiple 
subsystems and multiple physics. In 
addition, iterative analysis is typically 
required to test the eff ects of changing 
design parameters on the system as a 
whole. This adds signifi cantly to compu-
tation size and scale.
 Systems-level engineering teams work 
in high-performance computing (HPC) 
environments built to manage these 
large-scale simulation needs. The tech-
nology tools they leverage must accom-
modate numerically large problems and 
deliver maximum performance benefi ts 
in today’s HPC-powered workplace.

COllABORATIVE DESIgn: 
A CulTuRAl SHIfT
Even for companies equipped with the 
most advanced technologies and HPC 
environments, systems-level simulation 
can remain a challenge. Modeling perfor-
mance at the systems level represents a 
completely new mindset for most engi-
neering organizations. 
 To accomplish this successfully, 
teams of electrical, structural and 
fl uids engineers must overcome their 
distinct functional silos and work 
together as a true systems-level team. 
Engineering staff  at supplier organiza-
tions must also be involved, as needed, 
to integrate various component designs. 
Such a large-scale cultural shift can 

To determine the eff ect of a room fi re on ceiling beams requires considering the entire 
system of air and heat fl ow, thermal radiation, heat conduction within the structures, 
structural deformation of the support beams, and elastoplastic material behavior. Using 
fl uid–structure interaction, researchers can predict beam displacement over time.
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represent an obstacle for even the most 
forward-looking business, especially in 
today’s era of globalization — when 
engineering departments and supplier 
teams may be scattered across the world.
 Facilitating collaboration across 
distinct engineering teams, different 
disciplines, and even multiple companies 
within the supply chain calls for 
utilizing a common technology environ-
ment. Working with a powerful shared 
platform such as ANSYS Workbench, cross-
functional teams can leverage tightly 
integrated software applications and 
multiphysics solvers to conduct both com-
ponent and systems-level analyses. Project 
schematics, drag-and-drop multiphysics, 
integrated parameter management and 
automatic project-level updates support 
the work of cross-functional teams all 
throughout the supply chain. 
 To support the need to share informa-
tion across departments and companies, 
systems-level teams also require a soft-
ware tool such as ANSYS Engineering 
Knowledge Manager (EKM), which 
directly facilitates cross-functional col-
laboration. Team members dispersed 

across time zones and geographies can 
seamlessly share product specifi cations, 
performance metrics and other critical 
engineering insights — so that they are 
informed by the same reliable, real-time 
information. Powerful capabilities for 
data backup and archiving, traceability 
and audit trails, process automation, 
capture of multiple engineering specs, 
and protection of proprietary data facili-
tate collaboration and openness, while 
still ensuring the security of critical prod-
uct information.

COnquERIng THE nExT 
fROnTIER
As companies in every industry move 
closer to the promise of systems-level 
simulation, ANSYS stands ready with 
the advanced technologies they need to 
achieve this goal. 
 Having realized tremendous benefi ts 
from their single-physics, component-
level simulations, many ANSYS custom-
ers are poised to conquer the next-
generation challenge of engineering at 
the systems level. By providing clients 
with leading multiphysics tools, a robust 

and responsive knowledge management 
system, and a shared technology plat-
form, ANSYS can help cross-functional 
engineering teams begin working at 
this newest frontier.  

Many products combine a diverse range of physically large and small subsystems that must be evaluated both separately and together. 
This requires scalability, multiple physics and high-performance computing.

Modeling 
performance 
at the systems 
level represents 
a completely new 
mindset for most 
engineering 
organizations.
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Systems-level engineering teams must consider the entire 
range of thermal, mechanical, electromagnetic and fl uidic 
forces that each component — as well as the fi nal product 
system — will be exposed to in the physical world.

MULTIDOMAIN SYSTEMS SIMULATION 
FOR MECHATRONIC DESIGN

When modeling a system, critical components can exhibit physical eff ects, such as force, 
torque, motion and temperature, that strongly impact system results. In these cases, 
ANSYS Simplorer incorporates a physics-based model produced by the ANSYS solvers 
within the system simulation. Images illustrate a robotic arm (bottom right) and controller 
that were simulated with Simplorer and ANSYS Rigid Dynamics technology.

More and more, manufacturers are integrating mechanical, electrical 
and software components into their products. While mechatronic 
products meet customer demand for better performance and 
“smartness,” they introduce a new set of design challenges — most 
signifi cant is predicting how the multitude of components from 
diff erent disciplines will work together in a single integrated prod-
uct. Each design element draws on diff erent engineering disci-
plines with unique knowledge bases, processes and design tools. 
ANSYS simulation products can help sort through this mechatronic 
design diffi  culty. 
 For example, ANSYS Simplorer, a multidomain simulation tool, 
employs a schematic approach to represent and couple electrical, 
magnetic, mechanical, hydraulic, thermal and other multidomain 
types of models to rapidly and accurately simulate systems-level 
behavior. Simplorer off ers multiple modeling techniques, including 
circuits, block diagrams, state machines and modeling languages, 
such as VHDL-AMS, SML (Simplorer Standard Language) and  C/C++, 
that can be used concurrently. This enables engineers to easily create 
analog, digital and mixed-signal designs. Such fl exibility eliminates 
the need for error-prone mathematical transformations and model 
analogies often employed by single-domain simulation tools. 
 To increase the fi delity of systems simulation, Simplorer leverages 
the accuracy of ANSYS Maxwell, ANSYS Rigid Dynamics, ANSYS Fluent, 

ANSYS Mechanical and ANSYS Workbench. In many cases of systems 
modeling, a critical component — such as an actuator, motor, IGBT 
or bus bar — exhibits physical eff ects — such as force, torque, motion 
and temperature — that strongly impact system results. In these 
cases, Simplorer incorporates a physics-based model produced by 
the ANSYS solvers within the system simulation. Using the 
complete ANSYS portfolio, systems-level design no longer suff ers 
from inaccurate model representations of critical components that 
can drastically aff ect results.
 For industries whose products depend on precise interaction 
between electromechanical components, power electronic circuits, 
and systems-based electrical and mechanical control, Simplorer 
delivers usability and numerical power to accurately model these 
systems and capture the interactions between electromechanical 
components, electronic circuits and control logic — revealing the 
underlying physics that determine ultimate product performance. 
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marine

O n March 26, 2012, Canad ian film director and 
experienced submariner James Cameron solo 
piloted the DEEPSEA CHALLENGER, a 24 foot (7.3 
meter)-long submarine, to the lowest-known 
point on Earth — Challenger Deep, 6.8 miles 
(11,000 meters) beneath the sea. The crucial 

structural elements of the vessel — such as the pilot capsule 
(which carried Cameron) and the syntactic foam body of the 
sub (which housed the pilot capsule) — were engineered and 
optimized by Finite Elements, an engineering design consult-
ing company that specializes in custom-engineered solutions 
for heavy industry, power generation and deep-sea equipment.  

The Finite Elements team used ANSYS Mechanical software 
to design a geometrically complex capsule that can withstand 
pressures of 16,500 pounds per square inch (114 megapascals, 
or MPa), 1,100 times the pressure at sea level. ANSYS software 
played a further substantial role in developing the craft’s syntac-
tic foam body and in resolving thermal issues in the manufacture 
of the pilot capsule and syntactic foam. For six years, Phil Durbin 
of Finite Elements has been the principal mechanical and struc-
tural engineering advisor to DEEPSEA CHALLENGE, a joint sci-
entific expedition by James Cameron, National Geographic and 
Rolex to conduct deep-ocean research and exploration. Durbin’s 
application of engineering simulation in the design process gave 
early confidence about the submarine designs, materials and 
construction methods — saving time, enabling rapid and inno-
vative design modification, and substantially reducing ultimate 
failure risk.

DEEP SEA ExPlORATIOn CHAllEngES
The Challenger Deep undersea valley lies in the Mariana Trench, 
about 300 miles (500 kilometers) southwest of Guam in the 
Pacific Ocean. A piloted vessel reached these depths only once 
before, in the 1960s. That craft, known as the Trieste, was very 
heavy (150 tons), over 58 feet long and over 11 feet wide. It 
housed two pilots but was unable to take film footage, retrieve 
samples or conduct scientific experiments. It took nearly five 
hours to descend and more than three hours to ascend, afford-
ing only 20 minutes of bottom time. 

Cameron and his Australian partner, Ron Allum, started 
working on the concept design for the DEEPSEA CHALLENGER 
about seven years ago. Their goal was to convey one man to the 

DEEP DIVE
ANSYS software helped in designing a deep-sea submersible to reach 
the lowest point on earth.

By Phil Durbin, Managing Director, and Michele Durbin, Business Director 
Finite Elements (Australia) Pty Ltd, Tasmania, Australia 

The DEEPSEA CHALLENGER submersible begins its first 2.5-mile 
(4-km) test dive off the coast of Papua New Guinea.

deepest point on earth to bring back never-before-attained sci-
entific data and high-definition film footage. Ideally, the vessel 
would benefit from much faster descent and ascent times, thus 
affording more time to explore the bottom. It would be able to 
traverse significant distances across the sea floor and would be 
lighter and, therefore, easier to manage on the deck of a ship. 

The DEEPSEA CHALLENGER is a vertical torpedo for rapid 
descent and ascent. It contains a spherical pilot capsule (inter-
nal diameter of 43 inches), only large enough to house Cameron 
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Filmmaker and National Geographic Explorer-in-Residence James Cameron emerges from the 
DEEPSEA CHALLENGER submersible after his successful solo dive to the Mariana Trench, the 
deepest part of the ocean.

and his equipment. Further, the buoyancy 
required to return the pilot to the surface 
is provided by the structural beam of the 
submarine, thus further reducing weight. 

At depth, weight is the enemy, a cru-
cial factor in designing this type of vessel. 
The foam used to provide buoyancy for 
the return trip is about seven-tenths as 
dense as water. This means that for every 
kilogram of “in-water” weight that goes 
down, another 2.3 kilograms of foam is 
needed to bring it back up. 

SIMulATIOn nEEDED TO DESIgn 
COMPlEx gEOMETRY
Ideally, the DEEPSEA CHALLENGER pilot 
capsule would be a perfect sphere, if 
not for the requirement of an entrance 
hatch for the occupant and a separate 
penetrator plate opening to admit elec-
trical cables. These wires control a wide 
array of equipment, including a sediment 
sampler, a robotic claw, lights, thrust-
ers, a descent-weight trigger, 3-D video 
cameras, and, for the return to surface, 
an ascent-mass drop trigger and a trim 
ballast system. Unlike the Trieste, the 
DEEPSEA CHALLENGER pilot capsule is 
so small that the size and shape of the 
entrance hatch and penetrator plate rep-
resent a significant structural disconti-
nuity to its roughly spherical shape. This 
greatly increased the difficulty of design-
ing the capsule shell when compared 
with a large spherical shape. 

Many ANSYS Mechanical simulations, 
including the use of contact formulations 
with friction, were essential in devel-
oping the final complex shape: one that 
would properly distribute the bending 
stresses in the shell caused by the shape 
of the hatch and hatch interface. The 
metal-to-metal contact surfaces of the 

hatch and the penetrator plate were care-
fully angled to remove relative deforma-
tion of the hatch to the shell as pressure 
is applied throughout the dive. Friction 
coefficients were determined experimen-
tally under stress conditions similar to 
those experienced in the pilot capsule. 

Analysis further showed complexities 

with the set of holes in the penetrator 
plate that accepts the electrical cables: 
This configuration represented a stress 
concentration sufficient to cause the 
hole to become out of round and plasti-
cally deform onto the penetrator body. 
The Finite Elements team eliminated 
the plastic deformation through care-
ful geometric design combined with 
the introduction of ultra-high-strength 
300 M alloy steel in the hatch and pene-
trator plate. 

Allum’s experience with Russian Mir 
submersibles (and similar plastic defor-
mation issues) confirmed the Finite 
Element team’s findings, that the pene-
trators would jam in their sockets if not 
given sufficient clearance.

The Finite Elements engineering 
team performed further full nonlinear 
plastic analysis to determine the  ulti-
mate collapse pressure for the pilot cap-
sule. It is hard to predict buckling of a 

Finite Elements engineers used 
ANSYS Mechanical software to 
design a geometrically complex 
capsule that can withstand 
pressures 1,100 times those 
at sea level.

A stunning use of design at the 
highest order… This is incredible, 
inspirational, a total game-changer.
– Judges at the 2012 Australian International Design Awards at 
which the DEEPSEA CHALLENGEr took the top spot
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Model of pilot capsule and hatch

Stress analysis of the pilot capsule

marine

perfect sphere because the structure is 
equally likely to collapse at any point of 
the geometry. The discontinuities in the 
DEEPSEA CHALLENGER pilot capsule pro-
vided a reliable and predictable mode of 
collapse that improved engineers’ confi-
dence in the outcome. To minimize the 
weight of the structure, the team targeted 
a safety factor on yield of 1.5. Iterative 
modifications to the shape and selective 
application of high-grade, heat-treated 
alloy steels allowed the team to achieve 
this in simulation. Finite Elements engi-
neers were not satisfied with material 
properties data provided by the steel sup-
pliers, so they worked with Allum and 
performed their own compressive failure 
tests. Physical testing of the weld-zone 
prequalification material demonstrated 
that it was not as strong as stated in pub-
lished data, lowering the safety factor at 
the weld zone to 1.36. 

Housed within the entry hatch is the 
viewport, made of a cast acrylic material. 
Finite Elements engineers developed the 
final design for the shape, starting from a 
rough design concept based on the work 
of a leading industry expert. The viewport 
was manufactured and later tested in a 
pressure chamber at Pennsylvania State 
University in a test jig designed using 
ANSYS Mechanical. The team simulated 
the test jig to ensure that the jig would 
not bias the results of the test. The acrylic 
fractured at the edges in early testing. 
Engineers compared the data generated 
in the test rig to an ANSYS Mechanical 
model of the acrylic port and rig at test 
pressure. This led to fine tuning mate-
rial properties in ANSYS software until 
the behavior of the viewport matched the 
strains and deflections that were seen 
in physical testing. After correcting mate-
rial properties, engineers used para-
metric analysis in ANSYS Mechanical to 
optimize the viewport geometry and 
shape of the supporting seat and to elim-
inate fracturing. In the final design, the 
viewport deflects by almost 5 mm toward 
the pilot at full depth, a safe but unnerv-
ing experience for the pilot.

The complete pilot capsule (includ-
ing the viewport entrance hatch and the 
penetrator plate) was successfully tested 
twice to the maximum pressure rating at 
the Pennsylvania State University pres-
sure test facility, a few percent shy of full 
ocean depth. 

DESIgnIng AnD 
MAnufACTuRIng A nEw fOAM
The design team expended a consider-
able amount of effort to find the right syn-
tactic foam for the backbone, which con-
stitutes the bulk of the sub’s structure. 
Deep-sea exploration submarines of this 
type have traditionally been built with a 
metal frame and attached foam. To save 
weight and make the volume of the craft 
as small as possible, Cameron wanted to 
explore using the foam as the sub’s struc-
tural backbone. There are commercial 
foams that claim to be capable of operat-
ing at full ocean depth, but they are not 
rated for manned-submersible use — they 
do not meet strict toughness and consis-
tency properties required for the task. 

Durbin and Allum set about designing 
foam made from epoxy resin and hollow 
glass micro-balloons with the required 
mechanical properties. It was important 
both to improve the packing density of 
the balloons and to identify an appropri-
ate resin and material additive to produce 
toughness in what was a brittle material. 
Durbin used ANSYS structural mechanics 
at a micro level to research how the hol-
low glass spheres interact with each other 
within the foam matrix. The studies led to 
successful development of the new foam. 

Durbin and Allum developed the 
new foam manufacturing process. When 
the epoxy cures, it releases heat, which 
damages the foam. The Finite Elements 
design team employed ANSYS transient 
thermal modeling to understand this proc- 
ess and implement changes to the manu-
facturing method. 

Finite Elements engineers also 
designed three pressure vessels using 
ANSYS Mechanical. The first, a 14 MPa 
vessel with yoke closure mechanism, was 

used for the new syntactic foam manu-
facturing process. The second, a large 
140 MPa fully forged pressure vessel 
with a screw-thread enclosure, was used 
to test the production foam blocks and 
all other equipment to full ocean depth, 
prior to assembly. The latter vessel is 
the largest high-pressure test cham-
ber in the southern hemisphere. A third 
small 140 MPa pressure vessel was used 
for testing electronic components to full 
ocean depth. 

EngInEERIng THE BEAM
Large foam blocks were glued together 
and CNC-machined to form the entire 
structure of the submersible. Finite 
Elements developed a specially designed 
surface laminate to sheath the beam 
to mitigate the risk of brittle failure of 
the foam during launch and recovery 
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operations. The Finite Elements team 
used ANSYS Mechanical to prototype the 
laminate/foam combination to under-
stand its performance under the high iso-
static pressure conditions at full ocean 
depth. Final confirmation of the lam-
inated foam was achieved by physical 
testing.

Finite Elements engineers worked 
with Allum and the Acheron manufac-
turing team and performed tests on foam 
samples with strain gauges. They then 
compared results to simulation predic-
tions to establish material properties, 
which then were used in the analysis to 
design the backbone. The sub’s fully con-
structed foam beam was too large to test; 
the Mariana Trench dive served as the 
ultimate test.

COPIng wITH SHRInkAgE 
unDER PRESSuRE
The craft’s length shrinks by 70 mm due 
to the pressure exerted by the ocean at 
Challenger Deep levels. With all com-
ponents deforming at different rates as 
the craft descends, it’s critical that size 
changes of mating parts be consistent to 
avoid generating unnecessary stresses. 
The Finite Elements team employed 
ANSYS Mechanical to determine appro-
priate clearances and then design nec-
essary compliance into the fastener 
systems that retained the major compo-
nents, such as pilot capsule, battery mod-
ules and thruster blocks. 

Engineers used ANSYS CFX to ana-
lyze “through-water” performance of the 
submarine to predict stability for ascent 
and descent, and to predict horizontal 

“in-flight” drag. The results correlated 
favorably with the results of one-fifth 
scale model physical tests conducted in 
the United States, all of which directed 
important design alterations.

ANSYS Mechanical and CFX proved to 
be very powerful tools. The contact for-
mulations provided robustness needed to 
converge to a solution with the complex 
geometries and high stresses involved 
in this project. ANSYS Workbench made 
ANSYS Mechanical much easier to use 
by streamlining the interchange of com-
puter-aided design (CAD) geometry and 
simplifying the process of defining loads 
and contacts.

After a descent of just over two and 
a half hours, the 12 tonne DEEPSEA 
CHALLENGER sub spent three hours hov-
ering the desert-like seafloor, collect-
ing samples and 3-D videos. Crammed 
with equipment, the interior of the cap-
sule is so small that Cameron had to 
keep his knees bent and could barely 
move during the entire trip. The ascent 
to the surface took just over one hour, 
after which a helicopter spotted the craft 
and a research ship’s crane picked it up. 

“When you are actually on the dive, you 
have to trust the engineering was done 
right,” Cameron said. Scientists are now 
busy analyzing the enormous hoard of 

data and samples collected by the voyage. 
Footage from the dive will be used in a 
feature-length 3-D documentary, and an 
article about the expedition will be fea-
tured in National Geographic magazine.

References
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When you 
are actually 
on the dive, 
you have to 
trust the 
engineering 
was done 
right.
– James Cameron

Syntactic beam stresses during recovery lift Flow separation in forward flight based on early design iteration  
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The offshore oil exploration and drilling 
industry strives continually to develop 
new subsea technologies to meet the  
rising demands for petroleum products. 
Since most of the “easy” fields have been 
tapped, harvesting distant offshore oil 
becomes more challenging because the 
pools are situated under thousands of feet 
of water. 
 Subsea technology covers a wide range 
of offshore activities. One main subsea 
technology is a pipeline system — some-
times more than several hundred miles  
in length — that transfers oil and gas 
products from the seabed to other destina-
tions. The pipeline consists of various 
mechanical, electrical and hydraulic  
parts that are supported by several  
subsea structures. 

InlInE SlED
A major component of this subsea system 
is the inline sled (ILS), a pipeline support 
structure that allows a future pipeline 

tie-in to be made quickly and efficiently 
on the sea bed. The sled is dropped over 
the end of a vessel’s stinger — a special-
ized piece of equipment that is mounted 
onboard a ship — along with miles of  
piping. The pipelines are welded together 
on the stinger to facilitate the process of 
subsea installation.
 The ILS comprises a mudmat platform 
(ILS foundation module) and a frame sys-
tem that supports a wye block (a fitting 
that joins pipelines), branch piping, tran-
sition piping, valves, and an end hub sup-
port that is integrated into the pipeline. 
The main oil flows from the right (as 
shown in Figure 1); the future tie-in oil 
flow comes from the hub and joins at the 
wye block. The valves control the oil flow, 
and the hub is the open connection for 
future pipeline connections. A tapered 
transition of pipe is installed at each end 
of the sled’s piping system to resist bend-
ing moments caused by the ILS going 
through the stinger. 

SuRVIVIng  
CHAllEngIng COnDITIOnS
The engineering challenge is to design the 
ILS so it survives under 7,000 feet of sea-
water, sustains severe environmental 
loads and resists corrosion — all while 
minimizing the high risk of damage to 
equipment and hazard to human life dur-
ing installation. T-Rex Engineering and 
Construction conducts studies to fully 
understand conditions where subsea 
structures will be constructed. The com-
pany’s work includes fabrication, trans-
portation, installation and operation. 
Based on extensive subsea experience, 
the engineering team collects all possible 
data to simulate the structure in real- 
world conditions. In fact, the organization 
has 15 years of experience in the develop-
ment and design of subsea structures, all 
of which are still operating in the subsea 
field. T-rex holds the world record for 
installing the deepest subsea structure. 
 A subsea structure experiences its 
worst load conditions during installation 
because the ILS is subjected to the weight 
of the suspended pipe (flow line) as well 
as the floating motion of the vessel. As the 
vessel lays the pipeline over the stinger, 
the ILS undergoes severe tension and 
bending loads at the top and bottom cur-
vature of the pipeline (Figure 3a). 

A challenging offshore oil pipeline 
application leverages simulation 
to check structural load conditions 
of an inline sled. 

By Lee Walden, Engineering Manager, and 
Chemin Lim (formerly), T-Rex Engineering  
& Construction L.C., Houston, U.S.A.

energy
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Figure 1. Inline sled structure

Figure 2. Installation of S-laying pipeline Figure 3. Analysis

Figure 4. Boundary conditions

Wye Block 

Mudmat 

Transition Pipes 

 T-Rex engineers determine the tension 
and bending load values to ensure a 
robust and safe design that will withstand 
the installation process. Analyses are  
performed to predict whether excessive 
stresses and deformation in the ILS sys-
tem arise during the installation process.  

SIMulATIng THE SYSTEM 
Simulations determine load conditions on 
the pipeline; they also help engineers 
design the ILS to handle that specific load. 
In one application, T-Rex engineers used 
ANSYS Mechanical APDL (MAPDL) to  
analyze a 2-D global model to determine 
these load conditions. They used ANSYS 
Workbench to apply these load conditions 
to the local 3-D solid model of the ILS. 
This type of systems modeling with ANSYS 
tools enables T-Rex to ensure the robust-
ness of the design.
 The team used beam elements to com-
plete the 2-D global model of the pipeline 
and ILS, as shown in Figure 3c. To deter-
mine the beam element stiffness of the 
ILS, a separate 3-D solid model was simu-
lated with ANSYS Workbench (Figure 3b).
  For the 2-D global model, contact ele-
ments defined the contact conditions 
between the pipeline and the stinger’s 
contact points, which are the group  
of bearing rollers (Figure 3d). Plane ele-
ments were used to model the rollers 
located on the stinger. This global model 

depicts the pipeline deformation on  
the stinger. The displacement load was 
applied at the end of the straight pipe- 
line until the pipeline was in full contact 
with the stinger’s roller boxes. To deter-
mine the local model’s load condition — 
tension load and moment — reaction 
forces and moments were output at the 
end of the ILS on this global model.
 The team used Autodesk® Inventor® 
2010 to generate a detailed (local) 3-D 
model and directly imported it into  
ANSYS Workbench. The transition from 
Inventor to Workbench was smooth, and 
every component was imported without 
problems. The local 3-D Workbench 

model comprised 177,991 elements, 
including contact elements. Engi- 
neers used the sweep method to  
generate the mesh, and then the critical 
areas were refined. ANSYS Workbench 
automatically detected the contacting 
areas to generate surface-to-surface con-
tact elements. Most of the contacting 
regions were defined by bonded contact 
behavior. The high-quality mesh pro-
duced in Workbench facilitated the con-
vergence, calculation time and accuracy 
of results.
 To simulate the roller box contact 
load conditions, frictionless support 

Flow Direction
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Figure 6.  Von Mises stress contour

Figure 5. Initial model (top) and fi nal model (bottom) of the connection between pipeline and 
ILS show stress contour through the inside pipeline. The new design decreased peak stress 
by over 80 percent.

Using systems modeling with ANSYS tools enables 
T-Rex to ensure design robustness.

energy

a

b

conditions (load tension/compression) 
were applied at both ends of the rail 
pipes, and the fi xed boundary condition 
was applied at the opposite end of the 
structure. The load that was collected 
from the global MAPDL model was 
applied at the opposite end of the struc-
ture, as indicated in Figure 4.
 As the design progressed, several 
components’ geometries were changed, 
based on the stress results. For exam-
ple, the connection between the pipe-
line and the ILS had a huge diff erence 
in stiff ness, which caused a high stress 
concentration in that area (Figure 5a). 
At the end of this process, the new 
design reduced the peak stress by over 
80 percent compared with the initial 
design (Figure 5b).

ACCuRACY EnSuRES SAfTY
The combination of ANSYS Workbench  
and ANSYS MAPDL successfully simu-
lated the fi eld pipeline installation load 
conditions on this project. The analysis 
made it possible to obtain the exact load 
conditions for this complex geometry. It 
would have been almost impossible to 
obtain this level of accuracy required to 
improve the design without using ANSYS 
software products. This systems simula-
tion procedure provides a wide range of 
solutions for pipeline installation proc-
ess analyses. Furthermore, safety is an 
important factor. Subsea pipeline systems 
must be designed to be safely installed 
and maintained during oil production. 
The simulations in this application helped 
ensure that the subsea structure adhered 
to safety requirements.   
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Rendering of steerable conductor

Deep Thinking
ANSYS structural mechanics helps save years in designing  
the first steerable conductor for enhanced oil recovery.
By Rae Younger, Managing Director, Cognity Limited, Aberdeen, Scotland

one of the biggest challenges in offshore drilling is  
accurate placement of the conductor casing. this compo-
nent is a several-hundred-meter-long tube that is  
pile-driven into the ground prior to drilling to prevent mud 
from collapsing around the hole. At offshore locations, 
soils tend to be relatively soft with highly variable  
seabed properties; these factors contribute to accurate  
placement, since traditional conductors follow the path of 
least resistance.

engineering consulting firm Cognity limited has 
addressed this problem by developing a steerable  
conductor that can provide real-time accurate positioning. 
this device must withstand compressive forces of up to 
600 tons as the conductor is pounded into the ground; it 
also must provide an unobstructed bore once it is driven 
to depth. Soils increase in strength with depth, which 
increases the moment and loads on the conductor as it is 
driven into the seabed. By using ANSYS mechanical  
software in the ANSYS Workbench platform, Cognity  
engineers doubled the load-carrying capacity of the steering 
mechanism, allowing the conductor to be maneuvered in 
very deep soils. In addition, the team finalized the design 
in five months, a time frame months or possibly years  
less than would have been required using traditional 
design methods.

In dri l l ing, each conductor must be  
positioned accurately to help maximize field 
production. For example, conductors might be 
spaced along a 2.5 meter grid at the platform 
with the goal of driving them into the seabed at 
an angle, spreading out to cover a predefined 
area. Since the drilling process weakens the  
soil, new conductors are naturally drawn toward 
exist ing wel ls — which might result  in  
abandoning the conductor if it veers too  
close to a l ive wel l .  poorly posit ioned  
conductors, known as “junked slots,” can result 
in a production company incurring lost time and  
additional expense in sidetracking them.  
A worst-case scenario can occur if a conductor 
is placed so close to an existing well that the 
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In dri l l ing, each conductor must be 
positioned accurately to help maximize field 
production. For example, conductors might be 
spaced along a 2.5 meter grid at the platform 
with the goal of driving them into the seabed at 
an angle, spreading out to cover a predefined 
area. Since the drilling process weakens the 
soil, new conductors are naturally drawn toward 
exist ing wel ls — which might result  in 
abandoning the conductor if it veers too 
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milling tool removing the shoe — the 
blunt nose of the conductor —  
punctures a  nearby producing  
well. Such a scenario may risk an  
uncontrolled release of hydrocarbons. 

on behalf of a client, Cognity 
developed a fully steerable conductor 
capable of accurate placement in 
highly variable soil conditions. over the 
past decade, the industry has trialed 
designs that passively vary the angle of 
the shoe in response to changes in soil 
conditions. But Cognity’s design is the 
first to allow the conductor to be 
steered in real time from the drilling 
platform, which enables very accurate 
control of the final position. the  
benefits of such a system include  
possible increased production and 
reduced dr i l l ing costs through  
elimination of junk slots. 

Design of the new steerable con-
ductor presented major challenges: the 
most noteworthy is that the device 
must withstand the enormous forces 
required to drive a blunt object  
hundreds of meters into the soil. A 
traditional design approach would 
have required numerous full-scale 
prototypes, each tested to failure — 
a very expensive, time-consuming 
process. It would have taken  
several years for the Cognity team 
to develop a workable design; 

engineers would have had to 
settle for the first design that  
met minimum requirements 
rather than aiming to optimize 
the design.

Cognity took a different approach by using ANSYS 
mechanical simulation software, developing virtual proto-
types to evaluate alternative design performance. Cognity 
selected the ANSYS Workbench platform because of its 
ability to move new design ideas from computer-aided 
design (CAD) into simulation, then send proposed design 
improvements back to CAD — critical to meeting the  
project’s tight time schedule. ANSYS Workbench offers 
bidirectional connectivity with popular CAD systems, 
including Autodesk® Inventor®, which Cognity uses.

ANSYS mechanical software is also more applicable 
to design and optimization than other finite element (Fe) 

analysis packages that Cognity evaluated. For example, 
an engineer can set up contacts with a click of a mouse, 
and these contacts will automatically update when the 
geometry changes. this feature saved Cognity consider-
able time in developing the device, which involves large 
assemblies of moving parts with multiple contact faces. 
the ANSYS structural mechanics software also provided 
excellent scalability on nonparallel machines, which 
helped to support fast turnaround times required for 
development. 

one factor critical to success was accurate modeling 
of the soil. Cognity engineers modeled various conductor 
concept designs and evaluated their performance when 
driven into a virtual environment: soil of varying prop-
erties. Soil has a highly nonlinear response, providing only 
compressive resistance under lateral loads. Friction acts 
on the outer surface of the conductor, creating drag forces 
that resist axial movement. Soil shear strengths vary with 
depth and specific location, and Cognity used actual soil 
test data to increase simulation accuracy. the engineers 
modeled the soil by using nonlinear springs connected to 
the conductor, tuned to provide the same stiffness as the 
soil at a particular depth. mimicking soil, the nonlinear 

spring provides resistance  
proportional to the force  
up to its shear point; from  
that point on, the force is 
constant.

one of the first tasks 
required was optimization 
of the conductor’s shoe 
length. During dr i l l ing,  
the operator steers the  
conductor by changing  
the angle of the shoe. the 
shoe moves plus and minus  
3 degrees in both x and y 
axes. A longer shoe better 
provides maneuverability  
in soft soil; however, it 
increases both the reaction 
force and resulting moment 
on steering components 
that connect the shoe to the 
rest of the conductor.

C o g n i t y  e n g i n e e r s  
modeled the conductor 
being driven into the ground 
with a 600-ton force from 
the hammer, then used 
analysis results to establish 

Nonlinear springs were  
used to represent soil forces 
acting on the conductor.

FE analysis results show stresses 
on the tendon.
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Stresses on radial locking pads that hold HDH in place

Stress analysis of the HDH helped Cognity engineers double system 
capacity by optimizing design.

the maximum generated moment and loads from the soil 
reactions at the shoe. this helped Cognity engineers to 
identify the loads on the critical steering assembly.

the next step was to apply these loads to the  
conductor’s principle components so they could be  
optimized to resist the forces. one critical component is 
the hydraulic deflection housing (HDH), a 4-ton assembly 
within the 27-inch bore of the conductor. the HDH is 
responsible for holding the shoe in position and resists 
the forces generated by the soil. Analysis showed that the 
shock loading on this assembly is of the order of 150 g, 
which necessitated a 600-ton-capacity locking mech- 
anism to hold the HDH in place. After the conductor is 
driven into the ground, the HDH is recovered, inspected 
and refurbished so it can be used again.

HPC Expedites the Design Process
the use of high-performance computing was criti-
cal to meeting delivery-time requirements of this 
project. Cognity runs structural mechanics soft-
ware from ANSYS on a Dell® t7500 workstation 
with 12 cores and 24 GB rAm with rAID 0 SCSI 
drives for optimal disk speed. A typical model with 
about 750 k elements and many contacts can be 
solved in an hour or less, compared to about six 
hours without parallel processing. parallel process-
ing makes it possible to evaluate five to 10 design 
iterations per day, enabling Cognity to rapidly 
improve their design.

Cognity applied ANSYS mechanical software to  
determine the stresses and deflections on the forging that 
makes up the HDH’s body. the primary measure of its 
performance is its moment capacity, which identifies the 
ability to generate side load at an equivalent length. 
engineers optimized the shape of the HDH, increasing its 
stiffness by adding material to high-stress areas and 
removing material from low-stress areas through an  
iterative process.

the HDH protrudes into the shoe; it is tapered to  
provide clearance for the shoe to move in both the x and y 
axes. Guided by structural mechanics analysis results, 
Cognity engineers found a more efficient way to taper the 
HDH and added supports in high-stress areas. As a result, 
the team was able to double the length at which the HDH 
connects to the shoe, effectively doubling the system’s 
load-resisting capacity.

the original design used custom hydraulic cylinders 
that cost about $160,000 each and required four months 
for delivery. using engineering simulation, Cognity  
engineers demonstrated that the custom cylinders could 
be replaced with the internal parts from off-the-shelf 
hydraulics that cost only $7,000 each and could be  
delivered within one month. For the overall project, 
Cognity was able to complete the design in only five 
months, approximately 70 percent less time than would 
have been required using conventional methods. n

responsible for holding the shoe in position and resists 
the forces generated by the soil. Analysis showed that the 

driven into the ground, the HDH is recovered, inspected 
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Reaching New Heights
High-performance computing with ANSYS takes simulation to new levels of 
power, fidelity and engineering insight — adding tremendous strategic value.
By Barbara Hutchings, Director, Strategic Partnerships, and Wim Slagter, Lead Product Manager, ANSYS, Inc.

A decade ago, high-perfor-
mance computing (HPC) was 
a relatively new concept for 
many users of engineering 

simulation — it was primarily available 
to those working in large companies 
that had resources to manage the sub-
stantial investments required to create 
and maintain technology infrastruc-
ture. Today, entry-level HPC is available 
on the typical desktop, and a majority 
of ANSYS customers have embraced 
the enormous benefits of using 
multiple processors, or clusters of 
computers, to tackle their most sophis-
ticated simulation challenges.

HPC adds tremendous value to 
engineering simulation by enabling the 
creation of large, high-fidelity models 
that yield accurate and detailed insight 
into the performance of a proposed 
design. High-fidelity simulations allow 
engineering teams to innovate with a 
high degree of confidence that their 
products will meet customer expecta-
tions — because their extremely 

In a survey of ANSYS customers in 2010, most stated that the benefits of HPC 
— including faster turnaround and greater fidelity — would add value to their organization’s 
use of engineering simulation.

Would more computing capacity increase the value of simulation to your company?

HPC Business Values

44%

55%

59%Yes, we need faster turnaround.

Yes, we need higher fidelity.

Yes, we need more simulations.

accurate simulations are predicting the 
actual performance of the product 
under real-world conditions.

High fidelity may refer to simula-
tions using high mesh density for 
improved accuracy, those that include 
many geometric details, or those that 
include more-sophisticated treatment 
of physical phenomena. High fidelity 
also can encompass simulation models 
that go beyond consideration of one 
component to include the interaction 
of multiple components or entire sys-
tems. HPC is a key strategic enabler of 
high-fidelity results, as it provides the 
resources required for very large and 
detailed simulations and enables the 
work to be performed within the time 
required to impact engineering 
decisions. 

HPC also adds value by enabling 
greater simulation throughput. Using 
HPC resources, engineering teams can 
analyze not just a single design 
idea, but many design variations. By 
simulating multiple design ideas 

concurrently, R&D teams can identify 
dramatic engineering improvements 
early in the design process, prior to 
and more effectively than physical 
prototyping alone.

The high throughput enabled by 
HPC also allows engineering teams to 
simulate the behavior of their product 
or process over a range of operating 
conditions. Companies are mindful of 
warranty promises and the increasing 
importance of customer satisfaction — 
especially in today’s world of social 
media — and HPC provides the capac-
ity to use simulation to ensure that 
products will perform robustly and reli-
ably once in the customer’s hands. 

The power of HPC is more vital than 
ever in today’s environment of intensi-
fied competition, shorter product life 
cycles, reduced time to market, sharply 
targeted product performance, and 
growing pressure to drive costs out of 
product development. As businesses 
seek to minimize physical models and 
tests by using engineering simulation 

hPC: BeSt PraCtiCeS
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hPC provides the capacity to use simulation to ensure that 
products will perform robustly and reliably.

to study more-complicated multi-
physics problems, conduct a larger 
range of analyses, and understand the 
interaction of system components, 
HPC has become a core strategic 
technology. 

Supporting the Hardware Revolution 
with Software Engineering
The computer industry continues to 
deliver enormous increases in comput-
ing speed and power at consistently 
lower costs. The average workstation 
that engineers use today is equivalent 
in power to the entry-level computer 
cluster of just a few years ago. Large-
scale computing is now within the reach 
of more and more engineering teams, 
with the promise of new trends, like 
cloud computing, to make this access 
even more widespread.

However, today’s hardware para-
digm has turned computational speed 
into a software development issue. For 
years, computer processors became 
faster with each new generation. Today, 
limited by thermal issues, the clock 
speed of individual processors is no lon-
ger getting substantially faster. Rather, 
computing capacity is expanding 
through the addition of more processing 
units, or cores. The ability of software to 
scale effectively on a large number of 
computing cores is critical.  

ANSYS has responded with consis-
tent, dramatic solution improvements, 
developed specifically to sustain speed 
and scaling on the latest high-
performance computing platforms. 
Many of the specific HPC-ready capabili-
ties of ANSYS solutions are the result of 
a longtime focus and investment in HPC 
software development. This focus 
ensures that ANSYS customers benefit 

from leading performance both today 
and into the future, as HPC technology 
continues to evolve.

Cloud Computing
While hardware and software enhance-
ments have enabled HPC to deliver 
significant value to engineering simu-
lation users, important challenges 
remain in ensuring that every organiza-
tion is strategically deploying HPC to 
gain the greatest return on investment. 

For smaller enterprises, specify-
ing, provisioning and managing HPC 
resources can represent a significant 
learning curve and require new skills. 
For many years, ANSYS has offered HPC 
on demand, which enables custom-
ers to use offsite clusters that we or 
our partners manage. Today, there is a 
resurgent interest in this model, termed 
“hosted cloud,” and ANSYS partners 
provide HPC hosted-cloud outsourc-
ing for organizations that prefer not to 
build and manage their own internal 
infrastructures. 

In medium- and large-sized enter-
prises, centralized HPC resources are 
often shared by geographically 
distributed users — creating a host of 
attendant issues such as file transfer, 
remote access and visualization, data 

management, collaboration, and 
security.  Project requirements some-
times dictate the need for intermittent, 
elastic access to extremes of compu-
tational capacity. Solutions are being 
developed to enable and optimize 
remote and flexible access, called 
“private cloud.” This is a significant 
focus area at ANSYS, both in our 
product strategy and collaboration with 
key industry partners. ANSYS is commit-
ted to working with customers to 
address the challenges and promise of 
HPC private-cloud deployments 
as well as next-generation computing 
solutions.

Learning from the Leaders
Many companies already leverage HPC 
resources strategically and successfully 
to achieve engineering insights that can 
result in innovation and a sustained 
market advantage.

ANSYS users today scale their larg-
est simulations across thousands of 
processing cores, conducting simula-
tions with more than a billion cells. 
They create incredibly dense meshes, 
model complex geometries, and 
consider complicated multiphysics phe-
nomena. While the sophistication 
and scale of tomorrow’s simulations 
may dwarf today’s efforts, one element 
will remain constant: ANSYS is commit-
ted to delivering HPC performance 
and capability to take our customers to 
new heights of simulation fidelity, engi-
neering insight and continuous 
innovation.

HPC is a key 
strategic enabler 
of high-fi delity 
results.
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SuBSEA ElECTROnIC AnD POwER SYSTEMS 
Simulation verifies correct operation under a variety of condi-
tions and reduces the need for complicated testing procedures.  
A circuit schematic (left) of a power distribution system includes 
step-up generator voltage for subsea transmission and subse-
quent step-down for boosting and pumping power, including 
controllers and invertors. resulting flux density and flux lines 
(right) from simulation of multi-component three-phase umbili-
cal cable is shown. Simulation identifies hot spots in the fields 
and verifies electrical, thermal and mechanical performance. 

BeSt PraCtiCeS

Oil and gas companies around the world rely on ANSYS software to refine and validate 
designs earlier in the design process, when the cost of making changes is minimal.

By ANSYS Advantage staff
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gAllERY: OIl AnD gAS 
InDuSTRY APPlICATIOnS

InnOVATIOn AnD nEw COnCEPTS 
Simulation accelerates the pace of new technology development 
to reduce water and environmental impact in oil and gas drilling 
and production projects. The images illustrate the results for a 
concept project using high-frequency electromagnetics  to heat oil 
sands in Alberta, Canada. Shown are electric field distribution 
(left) at 2 MHz for rF plus critical fluid extraction model and tem-
perature gradients (right) as a result of an electromagnetic 
source.

DRIllIng, PRODuCTIOn AnD PROCESSIng 
EquIPMEnT 
Subsea equipment requires a high level of reliability because 
maintenance operation is extremely expensive. Using ANSYS 
tools, engineers can verify operational and safety conditions 
early in the design stage — an evaluation that would be very diffi-
cult and expensive to do using physical prototypes. The image 
shows CFD results of a well-head separator simulation.  
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ANSYS: A PlAtform for GlobAl CollAborAtioN 

Within the global energy supply chain, design, engineering and 
manufacturing groups span multiple geographies and involve 

teams engaged in discovery, generation, collection, storage, transpor-
tation, distribution and more. Each sector works on a broad set of 
challenges, solving problems that involve different physics, scale and 
components. Beyond simulation software, the ANSYS network of 
technical experts works with oil and gas customers around the world. 
We operate from local offices close to energy companies in Houston, 
Aberdeen, Rio de Janeiro, Stavanger, Kuala Lumpur, Calgary, Moscow 
and more. With our network of channel partners,  the company fos-
ters close relationships with customers and provides local value-
added service and support.   
 
Contacts and Locations
ansys.com/About+ANSYS/Contacts+and+Locations

�Harmonic response (top) of drill string. Courtesy Baker Hughes. 

�Contours of volume fraction in three-phase analysis to 
better understand pipeline erosion

DowN-hole toolS AND equiPmeNt reliAbilitY
Oil and gas equipment must be designed to operate at remote locations 
and in harsh environments. To reduce downtime and increase product 
reliability, engineering simulation tools can test and evaluate the per-
formance of equipment components and subsystems under real-world 
conditions. Simulation also enables root-cause and failure analysis 
early in the product design process.

offShore AND SubSeA StruCtureS  
AND equiPmeNt iNCluDiNG flNG  
Simulation is used for design, certification, construction, safety analy-
sis, and operation of subsea and offshore structures to advance new 
equipment and vessel design for offshore processing facilities and float-
ing LNG plants. The image illustrates contours of pressure and flow 
streamlines for a semi-submersible structure

Erosion rate

Gas velocity magnitude

Liquid volume fraction

Particle trajectories
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Shoots for the Moon
with ANSYS

Space is unforgiving. One small mistake can spell disaster. 

Using ANSYS simulation technology, Astrobotic is testing its lunar rover designs  
virtually in a computer – since testing on the moon isn’t all that practical. Astrobotic  
is delivering on its product promise by working to safely deliver a working rover to  
the surface of the moon.

Guess the sky is no longer the limit.

Realize Your Product Promise®

Visit ANSYS.COM/Astrobotic to learn how simulation software can help you realize your product promise

Robot by Astrobotic. Simulation by ANSYS.

ANSYS, Inc.
www.ansys.com
ansysinfo@ansys.com
866.267.9724

ANSYS is dedicated exclusively to developing engineering simulation software that fosters rapid and 
innovative product design. Our technology enables you to predict with confi dence that your product 
will thrive in the real world. For more than 40 years, customers in the most demanding markets 
have trusted our solutions to help ensure the integrity of their products and drive business success 
through innovation.
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